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All recipes are easy-to-bake for quick canine cuisine and made with tasty, all-natural and low-fat
ingredients you'll have readily available in your kitchen. Tasty tidbits for every occasions, from a
midnight morsel when your pup has the munchies, to hearty dinner dishes when he comes home
following a hard day squirrel-chasing, and sumptuous treats for holidays and particular
occasions.Over 50 wholesome, healthy, simple-to-cook recipes for your pooch, from Hearty
Hound Loaf and Banana Mutt Cookies to Hungry Mongrel Turkey Burgers and Fiesta Bones.
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  This is one of the two I held. BAD book! BAD! My name is mollee and i''m elevon years olde. The
Hearty Hound Loaf, Salmon Loaf, Italian Meatballs were some of the favorites.After obtaining
this out I could not really trust this book. DO NOT UTILIZE THIS BOOK BUYERS beware, this book
has recipes that contain VERY harmful ingredients for your pet... PLEASE PLEASE use caution
when using this book... i understand whut im barking about too Great recipes I worked at the 3
Puppy Bakery for a few years and made most of these recipes away of this book for a Sunday
Bruch we used to have for the dogs at the store. I've gifted this out over a dozen times as friends
get fresh pooches. Kinda disappointed, because I could have just gone online for dishes., not
really much. Atropine can cause serious health issues for canines such as for example dilated
pupils, center arrhythmia and tremors. Some dogs can tolerate small amounts of atropine from
red, ripe tomatoes, but it's safer in order to avoid it -- and that means keeping tomato sauce on
people meals and away from canines. Don't take my phrase for it, find out about it at the aspca
website. ACCORDING TO MY PUPPY My Mommie makes wunderfull goodiez for me now! Lots of
people-food-look-alikes with cutesy titles (Poodle Noodles) instead of useful, tasty treats to pop
in a pocket for canine benefits later. BAD FOR DOGS ! Most severe of all, at least four dishes
feature raisins, an ingredient TOXIC to dogs! They are an easy task to follow directions. The
majority of the quality recipes require pretty easy to get ingredients, and so are simple to
prepare. Five Stars My girl has been enjoying many chemical free treats since I've this book! I
really like this doggy cookbook. The recipes are very simple, which is absolutely important to
me. Who requires a long-winded complicated recipe just to make your furry friends some good,
nourishing food? Better yet DO NOT Make use of THESE RECIPES. the muffins, etc. There are
many dishes using Tomato Sauce, They are bad for dogs, specifically tomato sauce, Tomatoes are
toxic to dogs because they contain a substance called atropine, which is also within the leaves
and stem of the tomato plant. I finished up eating them, so they didn't head to waste. I had
hoped for more treat quality recipes over mostly main meals.Note: I bought five doggy
cookbooks but sent 3 of them back again.Toxic ingredients! [. Raisins, garlic, onion and nutmeg
can eliminate your dog. It could be a criminal offense if someone who loves their animals so
much to make clean homemade treats for, find yourself killing them.] Tomato sauce . (Not really
me) My doggies love the recipes containing meat; Fun Illustrations! This book is well crafted and
has among the best illustrations I've ever seen but my concerns are the recipes being that best
for your dogs. Each of them look and audio so excellent but cake, pizza plus some of the other
recipes have me curious. Five Stars this cookbook is the greatest ever I do not advocate
purchasing this publication or any other products from this . They are all made out of "people
food," so it is safe to eat whatever they don't like!These authors certainly did an excellent job
enjoyable you with an appetizing book. It deserves a five star if these dishes are really good for
our pets. The book will probably be worth the purchase merely to own! Your doggy wants you to
order this book! Easy recipes that the dogs love! We go to a Three Dog Bakery retail location, and
pup always loves their delicious treats. Now you can make in the home. My bulldog has a wheat
allergy so I am unable to make a lot of these now however the recipes are excellent. I extremely
encourage this book. This is a great dog treat cookbook. This is actually the best dog cookbook
I've ever seen. All my canines love the recipes. I only found a couple recipes that I would use
from this book. I do plan to investigate the wholesome value of the recipes because they all look
and sound extremely good... Several of these recipes contain garlic, which is toxic to dogs. I do
not recommend purchasing this reserve or any other items from this company. Tasty treats I lost
this book during a move and had to obtain a replacement. A Cute Doggy Cookbook! One Star
Produced the Scotty Scones. The recipie calls for garlic which may be toxic for dogs. Do not



purchase! A lot of their recipes demand things that are toxic to canines. I purchased this as a gift
to someone and We am glad I go through it before giving it to them.! Extremely disappointed!!!
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